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1. 

2,932,233 
REED ORGAN 

Eli D. Czarnecki, Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half to 
Theresa Czarnecki, Detroit, Mich. 

Application June 7, 1956, Serial No. 590,007 
8 Claims. (C. 84-351) 

This invention relates generally to musical instruments, 
and, more particularly, to improvements in organs of the 
type using accordion reeds. 

It has heretofore been proposed to construct organs 
employing accordion reeds wherein the treble keyboard 
section which is operated by the right hand, and the bass 
section keyboard which is operated by the left hand, are 
both mounted on the same base plate which supports 
upon its under side a bellows, whereby, the operator may 
play the organ in a sitting position. Heretofore, the key 
board of the accordion bass section in such an accordion 
organ has been made with a large number of keys, the 
usual number being one hundred and twenty keys or 
buttons. In the 120 base keyboard, forty keys, or two 
rows, are low single note basses, and, the balance of the 
one hundred twenty keys, or eighty keys, are chords. 

In order to properly play a 120 base keyboard, a per 
son must be skilled in the knowledge of the arrangement 
and sequence of these keys or buttons, and a person 
skilled in the playing of another form of organ, or the 
piano, would find it impossible to perform on such a key 
board, without first being trained in the manipulations 
of the buttons. Accordingly, it is the primary object of 
this invention to provide a bass section, or a left hand 
rhythm section for accordion organs and the like using 
accordion reeds which includes a keyboard having 12 
piano type keys and 24 levers, which finger the same as a 
piano, whereby, various combinations of bass notes and 
chords may be played with a minimum of training. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a left 
hand rhythm section keyboard for an organ accordion 
comprising, 12 piano style bass keys mounted on a hori 
Zontal base plate and adapted to operate the reeds for 
12 bass notes, and, 2 rows of 12 levers each mounted on 
a vertical grill or cover adjacent to the base plate, with 
the lower row adapted to operate the reeds for major 
chords and the upper row adapted to operate the reeds 
for minor chords, whereby, a bass note may be played 
with the thumb of the left hand and a major or minor 
chord may be selected with the forefinger of the left hand. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a com 
pact left hand keyboard for an accordion organ com 
prising 12 piano type bass keys and 24 chord levers and 
an associated control means whereby, all bass notes and 
major and minor chords may be played by non-profes 
sional players, and, whereby a professional player may 
automatically eliminate the bass notes and manually play 
any chords desired by playing 3 or 4 of the bass piano 
keys simultaneously. 

It is still another object of this invention to provide 
a novel left hand rhythm section for an accordion organ 
which is compact in construction, economical of manu 
facture, and easy to operate. 

Other objects, features and advantages of this inven 
tion will be apparent from the following detailed de 
scription and appended claims, reference being had to 
the accompanying drawings forming a part of the speci 

2 
fication wherein like reference numerals designate corre 
sponding parts of the several views. 
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In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a partial perspective view of an accordion 

organ provided with a left hand rhythm section made in 
accordance with the principles of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a partial elevational sectional view of the 
structure illustrated in Fig. 1, taken along the line 2-2 
thereof; 

Fig. 3 is a partial front elevational view of the struc 
ture shown in Fig. 5, taken in the direction of the arrow 
marked 3; 

Fig. 4 shows the schematic layout of the reed valve 
control rods; 

Fig. 5 is a top plan view, partly in section with parts 
broken away, of the structure illustrated in Fig. 2, taken 
along the line 5-5 thereof; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged partial elevational view, partly 
in section and with parts broken away, of the structure 
illustrated in Fig. 5, taken along the line 6-6 thereof; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary plan view of the structure 
shown in Fig. 6, taken in the direction of the arrow 
marked 7; 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a few of the plate springs 
employed in the invention and showing one of the springs 
being bent by a control rod; - 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary perspective view of the struc 
ture illustrated in Fig. 6, taken from the right side thereof, 
as viewed in Fig. 6; and, 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary elevational view of the struc 
ture illustrated in Fig. 6, taken in the direction of the 
arrow marked 10. 

Referring now to the drawings, and in particular to 
Fig. 1 wherein is shown an illustrative embodiment of 
the invention, the numeral 10 generally indicates the 
usual right hand or treble section of an accordion organ 
which is provided with a left hand rhythm section 12 
made in accordance with the principles of the invention. 
The right and left hand sections 10 and 12, respectively, 
are disposed so that an operator may play the organ in a 
sitting position. The organ structure includes a com 
partment for housing the control elements of the organ 
which comprises the bottom wall 14, the front wall 16, 
the rear wall 18, the top wall 20 and the end walls 22 
and 24. The organ may be supported by any suitable 
structure, as by a plurality of legs 26 which are fixedly 
mounted on the bottom wall 14 by any suitable means. 
The bottom wall 14 extends forwardly from the front 
wall 16 and has fixedly mounted thereon a base plate 28 
which extends the length of the organ and supports the 
keyboards of the right and left hand sections. 

Fixedly mounted on the lower side of the bottom wall 
14 by any suitable means, is an air box 30 which runs 
the length of the organ and which comprises the bottom 
wall 32, the front wall 34, the rear wall 36, and suitable 
end Walls as 38. As shown in Fig. 2, the various reed 
blocks of the right and left hand sections extend down 
wardly into this air box or chamber 30. The operating 
controls and reed blocks of the right hand section are 
not shown since the structure thereof does not comprise 
any part of the invention, and since any conventional 
accordion organ right hand section may be used in an 
organ made in accordance with the invention. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a suction motor-box, gen 

erally indicated by the numeral 49, is fixedly mounted 
on the lower side of the botton wall 32 of the air box 
by any suitable means, as by the screws 42. The suction 
motor-box is mounted on the left end of the organ, as 
viewed in Fig. 1, and toward the rear of the organ. 
Fixedly mounted in the suction motor-box 40, by any 
Suitable means is a suitable suction motor 44 to which is 
operatively connected the suction conduit 46 which is 
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connected to the air box 30 by means of the aperture 48 
in the wall 32. The suction motor box 40 is exhausted 
to the atmosphere by means of the aperture 54 in the Suc 
tion motor-box. The suction motor 44 maintains a Suc 
tion or negative pressure in the air box 36 and pulls air 
therethrough in the usual manner. As shown in Figs. 2 
and 5, the suction motor Sucks air into the upper control 
box through the apertures 55 in the back wall 8, and 
then through the reed blocks in the usual manner and into. 
the air box 30, and then out to the atmosphere through 
the suction motor box. The suction motor 44 may be 
any conventional type, as a suction motor from a player 
piano. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, an auxiliary bellows, gener 

ally designated by the numeral 56, is operatively mounted 
on the lower side of the air box 30 by any suitable means, 
as by the screws 57. The inside of the bellows 56 con 
municates with the air box through a plurality of aper 
tures 58 which are formed in the air box bottom wall 32. 
The bellows 56 is adapted to provide an extra suction 
pressure in the air box when sudden demands are made 
for air, as when a number of keys are depressed in both 
the right and left hand sections of the organ. Accord 
ingly, the belows 56 works only partially and is extended 
by the weights 68. However, during normal operation, 
the suction pressure in the air box, due to the suction 
motor 44, is strong enough to compress the bellows. 
As shown in Figs, 2 and 5, the controls of the left hand 

section are built into an inner box having a front wall 66, 
a side wall 68, and, with the walls 18 and 24 completing 
the box. Slidably mounted in the front wall 66 are three 
rows of buttons marked with the numerals 70, 72 and 73, 
as shown in Fig. 3. The buttons in rows 70 and 72 are 
diagonally disposed relative to each other, and the lower 
row is disposed in alignment with the middle row 72. 
This arrangement of the buttons permits closer spacing 
thereof relatively to each other so that a greater number 
of said buttons may be operated without shifting the 
hand, in a manner more fully disclosed hereinafter. 

Each of the rows of buttons 70, 72, and 73 contains 
twelve buttons each. The top row buttons are adapted 
to operate the valves to produce the fixed minor chords 
C, C-sharp, D, E-flat, E, F, F-sharp, G, A-flat, A, B-flat, 
and B, as viewed in Fig. 3, and starting from the left and 
going to the right. The middle row buttons are adapted 
to operate the valves to produce the fixed major chords C, 
C-sharp, D, E-flat, E, F, F-sharp, G, A-flat, A, B-flat, 
and B, starting from the left and going to the right. The 
bottom row buttons are adapted to operate the valves to 
produce the basses C, C-sharp, D, E-flat, E, F, F-sharp, so 
G, A-flat, A, B-flat, and B, starting from the left and 
going to the right. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the top and middle rows of 

buttons, 70 and 72, respectively, are adapted to be op 
erated by a bank of evers 74 and 76, respectively. The 
bottom row of buttons 73 are adapted to be operated by a 
bank of piano keys generally indicated by the numeral 78. 
The top bank of levers 74 each comprises a horizontai 

portion 89 which extends outwardly from the front wall 
16 through the aperture 82. The horizontal arm por 
tions 86 are normally held in abutment against the upper 
side of the aperture 82 by means of the outward thrust 
thereon exerted by the buttons 70. The aperture 82 is 
large enough to permit depression of the levers for push 
ing the buttons 70 inwardly. The lever arms 89 are each 
connected to an integral crank portion 84 which is piv. 
otally mounted as at 86 in the groove 88 in the upper 
end of the wall 66. The crank 84 is retained in the on 
gitudinal groove 88 by any suitable means, as by the 
screws 90. 
The middle bank of levers 76 each comprises a hori 

Zontal portion 92 which extends outwardly from the front 
Wall is through the aperture 94. The horizontal arm 
portions 92 are normally held in abutment against the 
upper side of the aperture 94 by means of the outward 
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thrust thereon exerted by the buttons 72. The aperture 
94 is large enough to permit depression of the levers for 
pushing the buttons 72 inwardly. The levers 92 are each 
connected to an integral crank portion 96 which is piv 
otally mounted as at 98 in the groove it in the upper 
end of the wall 66. The crank 96 is retained in the longi 
tudinal groove i80 by any suitable means, as by the 
Screws 102. s 
The lower row of buttons 73 are operated as follows. 

The bank of piano keys 78 comprises seven white piano 
keys as 64, as seen in Fig. 1, and five black piano keys 
as 06. As shown in Fig. 2 all of the piano keys are piv 
oted as at 08 on a bracket as 0 which is suitably fixed 
on the base plate 28. Fixedly mounted in the rear end 
of each piano key is a downwardly and inwardly extend 
ing artin 32 which engages the underside of a horizontal 
arm 14 on the lower end of the spring arm i6. The 
spring arm 116 is integral with a substantially. U-shaped 
head 118 which abuts the buttons in row 73. Integral 
with the head 18 is a second spring arm 120 which ex 
tends downwardly and is fixedly mounted as at 22 by 
means of the screw 124 on the tapered inner face 126 of 
the base plate 28. The buttons in row. 73 exert an out 
ward thrust on the spring heads 18 to normally main 
tain the piano keys in the horizontal position shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Since each of the buttons in rows 70 and 72 operates 
three reed valves to produce their respective chords, the 
control rods for one button are shown, and the rest of 
the chord buttons will be operated by similar structure. 
As shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5, each of the buttons in rows 
70 and 72 is provided with an inwardly and upwardly 
extending arm 128 which is integral with a horizontal 
control rod or ever 30, the rear end of which is slid 
ably mounted through an aperture in the horizontal lon 
gitudinally extending bar 132 which is fixed at each end in 
a support 133 which extends down to the bottom wall 
14. The rear end of each of the rods 30 is bent trans 
versely to the rod as at 134 and is normally held against 
the backface of the bar 132. A stop bar 136 is fixedly 
mounted on the rear face of the bar 32 to limit the rear 
wardly travel of the rods 130. 

Each of the rods 130 is provided with a transverse pin 
as 138 which is adapted to operatively engage on the 
rearward face thereof the upper ends of a pair of wires 
as 140 and 142. Each rod 30 is further provided with 
a second transverse pin as 144 which is adapted to oper 
atively engage on the rearward face thereof the upper end 
of a wire 146. The wires 40, 42, and 146 extend down 
wardly and are fixedly connected by any suitable means 
to the horizontal shafts 48, 150, and 52, respectively, 
which shafts are disposed in a side by side parallel ar 
rangement with the ends thereof being rotatably mounted 
in Suitable supports as 53. The shafts 48, 150 and 
152- are the type usually found in conventional left hand 
accordion sections. Each of the shafts are provided with 
forwardly extending wires for operating a separate chord 
reed valve and since all such wires are the same, only one 
complete arrangement is shown and illustrated. 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 5, the shaft 148 is provided 

with an upwardly and forwardly extending wire 154, the 
front end of which is bent and underlies and contacts 
the wire end 158 as at 156. The wire end 158 is integral 
with a downwardly extending wire 60 the lower end 162 
of which is fixed around the horizontal wire 164. The 
front end of the wire 164 is bent downwardly as at 166 
and lies in the groove 168 in the longitudinally extending 
block 170 and is held in place by the screw 172 which 
permits the end 166 to pivot in the groove 168. The 
shafts 150 and 152 are similarly provided with the wires 
174 and 176, respectively, which function in the same 
manner as wire 154. 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 5, the organ is provided with 

the usual twelve chord valves 178 which operate the 
usual chord reed block generally designated by the nur 
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meral 179 and which is disposed in the air box and con 
nected by the apertures 1792 with the chord valves 178. 
The wires 164 extend rearwardly of the organ and each 
are connected to their respective chord valve 178 by 
any suitable means, as by the beeswax. 180. The rear end 
of the wires 164 is bent up and overlies the bent end 
182 of a wire 184 which is connected to one of the bass 
reed control shafts as 186. The ends of the shafts 186 
are suitably pivotally mounted in the supports 188. The 
wires 184 also engage the underside of a wire bent end 
190 which is fixed to the respective bass reed valve 194 
by any suitable means as by the beeswax 192. The wire 
190, extends forwardly and the front end 196 is bent and 
is pivotally mounted in the groove 198 in the block 170. 
The wire end 196 is operatively held in place by any 
suitable means, as by the screw 200. The aforegoing con 
trol wire structure for operating the chord and bass 
valves together or separately is of the usual type found 
in accordion left hand sections. 

Since each of the bass buttons in row 73 operates the 
same, only the structure for one is illustrated in Figs. 2, 
4, and 5. Each of the buttons 73 is connected to an in 
wardly and upwardly extending arm 202 which is integral 
with a horizontal control rod or lever 204 which is slid 
ably mounted through a support bar 206 having the ends 
thereof fixed in place by the support blocks 208. The 
ends of the rods 204 are bent as at 230 and normally abut 
the rear side of the bar 206. Each of the rods 204 is 
provided with a transverse pin as 212 which abuts the 
downwardly extending wire 214 which is fixedly mounted 
in its respective bass control shaft 186. It will be seen, 
that when a bass button is operated, the wire 214 con 
nected therewith will be moved rearwardly and the re 
spective shaft 186 will be rotated and the respective wire 
184 will be lifted to open its bass valve 194 and its inter 
connected chord valve 178. When a chord button is 
operated in either row 70 or 72, only the respective three 
interconnected chord shafts as, 148, 150 and 152 will be 
operated to operate only three chord valves 178. 
As shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 8, a plurality of spring 

plates 216 are fixedly mounted on the lower ends there 
of on a shaft 218, the ends of which are rotatably mount 
ed in the supports 220 by any suitable means. The spring 
plates 216 are adapted to be bent backwardly as shown 
in Fig. 8 when the bass buttons are pushed inwardly. 
When three or more bass buttons are pushed inwardly, 
the ends thereof 210 will bend their respective spring 
plates backwardly to develop sufficient tension or torque 
to rotate the shaft 218 for a purpose more fully explained 
hereinafter. 
The shaft 218 is fixedly connected by any suitable 

means to the forwardly extending rod 222, the forward 
end of which is adapted to engage the underside of the 
arm. 224 on the vertical shaft 226. The shaft 226 ex 
tends downwardly through the aperture 227 in the bot 
tom wall 14 and functions to shut off the bass reed block 
as explained hereinafter. 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 6, the usual bass reed block 

228 is mounted in an air tight bass block compartment 
230 having the side walls 231 and 232, an end wall 233, 
bottom wall 235, top wall 236, and a detachable end 
plate 234. The plate 234 may be suitably affixed to the 
compartment 230 by any suitable means as by the screws 
239. The compartment 230 is provided with the aper 
tures 238 through the upper or top wall 236 to permit 
communication of the bass reed block with the bass valves 
194 through the apertures 241 in the bottom wall 4. 
The bass reed block 228 is held in place on the bottom 
wall 14 as follows. One end of the reed block 228 is 
provided with a horizontal rod 240 which is adapted to be 
slidably mounted through an aperture 242 in the com 
partment end wall 233 and then through the eyelet end 
244 of a crew 246 which is fixedly mounted in the bot 
tom wall 14. The other end of the reed block 228 is 
provided with a flange, as best seen in Figs. 6 and 7, as 
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6 
249, in which is formed an elongated horizontal slot 
248 which opens to the end of the flange. A screw 250. 
having a flat extension 252 is adapted to pass through. 
the slot 248 and up through the aperture 253 in the com 
partment wall 236 and into the bottom wall 14. It will 
be seen that the compartment 230 and the reed block 228 
may be easily and quickly detachably mounted on the 
bottom surface of the bottom wall 14 by turning the 
flat screw extension 252 parallel with the slot 248 into 
the dotted position shown by the numeral 255. The right 
end of the reed block 228, as viewed in Fig. 6 may then 
be dropped and the other end slipped to the right and 
the rod 240 detached from the eyelet 244. When the 
screw extension 252 is turned to lie over the flange 248, 
the reed block 228 will be locked in place. 
The lower end of the vertical shaft 226 is fixedly 

mounted in the sleeve 254, as by a press fit, which sleeve 
is integral with the plate 256 which is provided with an 
aperture for pivotally receiving the pin 257. The pin 
257 is fixedly mounted on the plate 258, the inner end 
of which is pivotedly mounted as at 260 between the 
brackets 262 on the outer face of the removable cover 
plate 234. The cover plate 234 is provided with an 
upper aperture therethrough as 264 and a lower aperture 
266 which is smaller than the upper aperture 264. The 
upper aperture 264 is adapted to be closed by the valve 
plate 268 which is fixedly mounted on the plate 258 by 
means of the rigid arm 270. The lower aperture 266 is 
adapted to be closed by the valve plate 272 which is 
fixedly mounted on the lower side of the plate 258 by 
means of the rigid arm. 273 which extends through the 
aperture 266. 
As shown in Figs. 6 and 10, a manual means for cut 

ting off the bass reed block 228 is provided which com 
prises the arm 275 which is suitably pivotally mounted 
as at 276, and which is adapted to be swung upwardly 
to engage the lower end of the plate 258 and pivot it to 
close the valve plates 268 and 272. Fixedly mounted to 
the rear end of the arm 275 is a downwardly extending 
rod 278, the lower end of which is hingedly connected, 
as at 280, to the rear end of the foot pedal 282. The 
front end of the foot pedal 282 is suitably hingedly con 
nected to a flat horizontal member 284, as at 286, and 
is normally biased upwardly by a spring as 288. It will 
be seen, that by pivoting the foot pedal 282, the rod 278 
will move the arm 275 upwardly, thereby swinging the 
plate 258 to effect the closing of valves 268 and 272 to 
shut off the bass reed block 228. Similarly, when more 
than one spring plate 216 is bent back by the bass rods 
204, the shaft 218 will be rotated, thereby lifting up the 
rod 222, which in turn lifts the shaft 226, and which in 
turn rotates the plate 258 to effect a closing of the valves 
268 and 272. It will be seen that the foot pedal 282 
will operate independently of the spring plate control, 
and vice versa, to close the valves 268 and 272, as desired. 

It will be understood, that the reed valves 178 and 194 
are each held down normally by the usual hold down 
springs as 290 and 292, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5, 
and this is a conventional construction in accordion struc 
tures of this type. In the normal position, the springs 
290 and 292 hold the valves down, and all the afore 
described wires and control shafts and buttons will assume 
the positions shown but will be movable in the usual 
manner with the structure shown to operate the reed 
valves as desired, and with the springs 290 and 292 ex 
erting a return pressure on the various controls and wires. 

It will be seen, that with the present invention, there 
is provided an accordion organ which is provided with 
a left hand rhythm section which fingers the same as a 
piano. The twelve piano keys respond as bass notes 
when a single one of the keys 104 or 106 is pressed, and 
a minor or major chord will be played when either the 
respective lever 74 or 76 is pressed. The levers 74 and 
76 are closely disposed to the piano keys 104 and 106, 
and both the basses and chords may be easily played by 
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one hand. This novel structure permits a non-profes 
sional to easily play all the bass notes and the correspond 
ing chords. If a professional player wishes to play 
chords other than those obtainable with the levers 74. 
and 76, he may automatically do so by merely pressing 
three or four bass keys or piano keys 104 and 106, which 
action bends back the corresponding spring plates 216 
thereby creating enough tension on the shaft 218 to rotate 
it and close the valves 268 and 272, The bass reed block 
compartment will then be closed and the bass reed block 
is inactive. Such action is automatic, but the player may 
manually perform the same action, by merely working 
the foot pedal 282 to close the valves 268 and 272, 
thereby allowing only the higher range reed block to 
respond. It will be understood, that the reeds in all of 
the reed blocks are of the usual one tongue type, since 
the air passes therethrough in only one direction. 
While the piano keys and chord levers are intercon 

nected to produce the basses and chords illustrated in 
Fig. 4, the notes of the individual reeds in all the reed 
blocks are as follows, reading from left to right as viewed 
in Fig. 5, C, F, B-flat, E-flat, A-flat, C-sharp, F-sharp, 
B, E, A, D, and G. - 
The 12 automatic piano style keys 104 and 106 elim 

inate jumping the hand from a bass note to the higher 
note keys to make up chords, or vice versa. For ex 
ample, when the bass C key is pressed, a low C bass re 
sponds. When the G and E bass keys are added to the 
C key, the low C bass automatically changes with the 
G and E to a higher key range producing a C chord. 
When any two bass keys are released, the remaining single 
bass key automatically jumps back to a low bass note, 
eliminating the need for jumping the hand back and 
forth, which makes professional rhythm playing easier 
and faster than on a piano, and, whereby, the operator 
can play all basses and all chords. This professional 
automatic system is a 12 piano key complete rhythm 
section. - 

Following is a description of the nonprofessional sys 
tem which is believed to be the easiest possible for people 
who can play something on the right hand of a piano 
and who wish they could play something using both 
hands. The thumb may be used to play the basses and 
the second finger to play the levers 74 and 76. Each of 
these levers plays a fixed chord. Each of the piano style 
keys 104 and 106 plays a bass note. For example, if 
the C bass piano key is pressed, the C major chord lever. 
is disposed directly over the C bass key and the C minor 
chord lever is disposed directly over the C major lever, 
for easy use thereof. Both of the systems may be used 
together in a mixed system. The structure of the inven 
tion will respond automatically on any key or lever 
instantly and it is also easy for a beginner to learn to 
play. 
While it will be apparent that the preferred embodi 

ments of the invention herein disclosed are well calculated 
to fulfill the objects above stated, it will be appreciated 
that the invention is susceptible to modification, variation 
and change without departing from the proper scope or 
fair meaning of the subjoined claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. In an organ of the class described, a base plate; 

a right hand treble section keyboard mounted on said 
base plate for playing by the right hand of an operator; 
a left hand rhythm section mounted on said base plate 
to the left side of the treble section for playing by the 
left hand of an operator; said organ including a set of 
bass reads arranged chromatically from C to B; said left 
hand rhythm section including only twelve piano type 
keys; means connecting said twelve piano type keys with 
said set of bass reeds for operation thereof; said organ 
including a set of chord reeds to produce major chords 
and a set of chord reeds to-produce minor chords; said 
left hand rhythm section including only a first-row of 
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3 twelve levers disposed adjacent said piano keys and to 
the rear thereof and immediately thereabove; means 
connecting said first twelve levers with said chord reeds 
for producing major chords for operation thereof; said 
left hand rhythm section including only a second row of 
twelve levers disposed adjacent said piano keys and to the 
rear thereof and immediately above said first row of 
levers; means connecting said second twelve levers with 
said chord reeds for producing minor chords for opera 
tion thereof; and, said levers being operative to play the 
chords of the notes corresponding to the notes played by 
the respective adjacently disposed piano keys, whereby, a 
bass note can be played with the thumb of the left hand 
and a major or minor corresponding chord can be played 
with the first finger of the left hand. . . . . 

2. in an organ of the class described, a left hand 
rhythm section comprising: a base plate; a vertical wall 
disposed to the rear of said base plate; only twelve piano 
type keys operatively mounted on said base plate; an air 
box on said organ; a set of bass reeds operatively mount 
ed in said air box; valves connected to said bass reeds 
for controlling the same; means connecting the bass 
reed valves and said piano keys for operation thereof; 
said piano keys representing single bass notes arranged 
chromatically from left to right playable by the thumb 
of the operator; a set of chord reeds operatively mounted 
in the air box; valves connected to said chord reeds for 
controlling the same; a first row of twelve levers only 
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mounted on said wall above said piano keys adjacent 
thereto and in substantially stepped alignment therewith 
and being operable to play the major chord of its adja 
cent piano key; a second row of twelve levers only 
mounted on said wall above said first row of levers, in 
substantial stepped alignment therewith and with the 
piano keys, and being operable to play the minor chord 
of its adjacent piano key; means operatively connecting 
the chord reed valves and the chord levers; means op 
eratively connecting the bass reed valves and the chord 
reed valves; and, means coinilected to said air box for 
producing a flow of air through the bass and chord reeds 
when they are operated including a Suction air motor 
and an auxiliary bellows. 

3. in an organ of the class described, a base plate; a 
right hand treble section keyboard mounted on said base 
plate for playing by the right hand of an operator; a left 
hand rhythm section mounted on said base plate to the 
left side of the treble section for playing by the left 
hand of an operator; said organ including a set of bass 
reeds arranged chromatically from C to B; said left 
hand rhythm section including twelve piano type keys; 
means connecting said twelve piano type keys with said 
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set of bass reds for operation thereof; said organ in 
cluding a set of chord reeds to produce major chords 
and a set of chord reeds to produce minor chords; said 
left hand rhythm section including a first row of twelve 
levers disposed adjacent said piano keys and to the rear 
thereof and immediately thereabove; means connecting 
said first twelve levers with said chord reeds for pro 
ducing major chords for operation thereof; said left 
hand rhythm section including a second row of twelve 
levers disposed adjacent said piano keys and to the rear 
thereof and immediately above said first row of levers; 
means connecting said second twelve levers with said 
chord reeds for producing minor chords for operation 
thereof; and, said levers being operative to play the 
chords of the notes corresponding to the notes played 
by the respective adjacently disposed piano keys; where 
by, a bass note can be played with the thumb of the left 
hand and a major or minor corresponding chord can be 
played with the first finger of the left hand; and, means 
connecting to the bass reeds for disabling the same, 
whereby, a player may make up any desired chord by 
playing a plurality of the piano keys in the left-hand 
rhythm section. . . . . - - 

4. The structure defined in claim 3, wherein: said 
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means for disabling the bass reeds includes means opera 
tively connected to said piano keys and operable by at 
least three of said piano keys, whereby, when at least 
three of the piano keys are pressed the player may play 
any desired chord by playing any desired three piano keys. 

5. The structure defined in claim 3, wherein: said 
means for disabling the bass reeds includes a foot pedal 
connected to said bass reeds and operable by the foot of 
the player, whereby, the player may play any desired 
chord by playing at least three piano keys. 

6. In an organ of the class described, a left hand 
rhythm section comprising: a base plate; a vertical wall 
disposed to the rear of said base plate; twelve piano type 
keys operatively mounted on said base plate; an air box 
on said organ; a set of bass reeds operatively mounted 
in said air box; valves connected to said bass reeds for 
controlling the same; means connecting the bass reed 
valves and said piano keys for operation thereof; said 
piano keys representing single bass notes arranged chro 
matically from left to right playable by the thumb of the 
operator; a set for chord reeds operatively mounted in 
the air box; valves connected to said chord reeds for 
controlling the same; a first row of twelve levers mounted 
on said wall above said piano keys adjacent thereto and 
in substantially stepped alignment therewith and being 
operable to play the major chord of its adjacent piano 
key; a second row of twelve levers mounted on said wall 
above said first row of levers, in substantial stepped align 
ment therewith and with the piano keys, and being op 
erable to play the minor chord of its adjacent piano key; 
means operatively connecting the chord reed valves and 
the chord levers; means operatively connecting the bass 
reed valves and the chord reed valves; means connected 
to said air box for producing a flow of air through the 
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bass and chord reeds when they are operated including 
a Suction air motor and an auxiliary bellows; a detach 
ably mounted compartment enclosing said bass reeds; 
valve means in said compartment for making said com 
partment airtight to prevent the flow of air through said 
bass reeds; and, means connected to said valve means for 
selectively operating said valve means to close said com 
partment and disable said bass reeds. 

7. The structure as defined in claim 6, wherein: said 
means for selectively operating said valve means includes 
a rotatably mounted shaft; means connecting said shaft 
and said valve means in said compartment; a plurality of 
spring plates mounted on said shaft; each of said spring 
plates being operable to be tensioned by the means con 
necting one of the bass playing piano keys and its respec 
tive bass reed valve; said spring plates being operable to 
rotate said shaft when at least three of them are ten 
sioned so as to operate the valve means in said compart 
ment and disable the bass reeds to permit the player to 
play chords on the piano keys. 

8. The structure as defined in claim 6, wherein: said 
means for selectively operating said valve means includes 
a rod connected thereto; and, a foot pedal hingedly con 
nected to said rod. 
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